IT SEEMS APPROPRIATE to discuss the structure of the specialized conducting system of the heart at a symposium on the myoeardium. Without this tissue, the stimulus for the contraction of the common myocardium would hardly ever be originated. Thus, it is to be expected that certain unique peculiarities will characterize the cells of the specialized conducting system. An account of their ultrastructure will be given here in the hope that this will explain, among other features of this tissue, its ability to transmit the impulse of contraction so much faster than the cells of the common myocardium.
Although the most fundamental mechanism of this system is the origination of an impulse, there has been a long-lasting controversy regarding its existence as a specific tissue in the heart." 2 This is due principally to its great variation in style and structure throughout the animal kingdom, including mammals. At present this controversy is settled and the existence of a specific tissue in man,3 4 sheep,5' 8 and steer7 is structurally and fune- 
Material and Methods
The material used in this study has been exclusively the specific tissue of the steer heart. The hearts were obtained and dissected in the slaughter house within 15 minutes of the animal being killed.
Osmium tetroxide was used as a fixative8' 9, 10 and liquid plastic as an embedding medium"1 for specimens prepared for electron microscopy. Thick sections for phase-contrast microscopy and thin sections for electron microscopy were cut with the LKB Ultrotome.12 The Siemens Elmiskop I electron microscope was employed.
Results

Anatomy of the Conducting System
The S-A node is regarded as the pacemaker, often called the node of Keith-Flack. In man, as well as in the steer, there is no direct continuity via specific tissue between the cells of the S-A node and the A-V node, of which the latter forms the beginning of the ventricular part of the conducting system. In the Other cell components that can be seen with the aid of the light microscope are nuclei, mitochondria, myofibrils, and occasional lipid droplets. There is more than one nucleus to each cell. The nuclei usually occur in pairs and are located in the center of the cells of the common bundle. A heavily stained nucleolus, which has a loose structure, is always present (fig. 6 ).
The mitochondria are small and spherical. They display the common fine structural pattern of a thin triple-layered outer membrane and several triple-layered inner membranes ( fig. 7) Figure 3 Phase-contrast micrograph of a cross-sectioned fiber of the common bundle. The fiber is sharply delimited toward the surrounding connective tissue. The lines in the interior of the fiber represent cell borders. (Osmium tetroxide fixation; unstained plastic section. X 500.) these delicate and sensitive organelles were impregnated by the slowly penetrating osmium tetroxide. The mitochondria are usually found along the cell borders and also closely associated with the myofibrils.
The most prominent components of the cells of the common myocardium are the myofibrils. They vary greatly in length and width (figs. 6 and 7). Most are freely dispersed in the cytoplasm, but some begin and terminate at the cell membrane, here in close association with the so-called desmosomes. This arrangement is, however, much more pronounced in the distal branches of the conducting system. Only rarely have structures been identified that resemble the Purkinje filaments demonstrated by Muir in the sheep heart.6
Each myofibril shows the fine structure ( fig. 7 ) that has been described in both the skeletal5' 16, 17 and the heart muscle.14, 18 Myofilaments are the main components with the traditional thickenings associated with the various bands (see Huxley in this symposium). The Z-bands are of particular interest in the myofibrils of the specific-tissue cells. In the cells of the common myocardium and the skeletal muscle, this structure is known to be composed of split myofilaments, embedded in an amorphous, electron-dense substance. In the present material, it has been found that every now and then the dense amorphous substance extends beyond the territory of the myofibril and establishes a direct continuation with a similar dense amorphous band that in some instances accompanies the cell borders at a distance ( fig. 7) . In order to understand this relationship fully it will be necessary to develop the concept of an intercellular relationship in the common bundle.
The cell border follows an irregular and wavy course (figs. 7 and 8) . The plasma membrane of each cell is quite delicate and seems to be thinner than recorded for cells elsewhere in the body.19 Two structures are associated with it: One is represented by the just-mentioned continuous electron-dense band, which roughly follows the course of the cell border, although some distance removed. The second structure is closely associated with the plasma membrane and is attached for short interrupted areas at its intracellular aspect. The plasma membrane of either specific-tissue cell is about 50 A thick, and the intercellular space, characterized by less electron density, measures about the same. As the dense structures associated with the intracellular aspect of either plasma membrane are approached, the intercellular space widens to about 175 A and SPECIALIZED IMPULSE-CONDUCTING SYSTEM plasma membrane and also parallel to it. The entire structural complex has been analyzed and described previously in the ventricles of frog, mouse, and guinea-pig hearts17' 20-22 in the frog heart and papillary muscle of the dog heart,23 and in the turtle atrium.14 Sjdstrand and co-workers17' 20-22 refer to this structure as the S-region. whereas the school of FawCett14 prefers the more comimonly accepted term "desmtiosoimne." We should like to use the term'"desnmosome'e" for this structure in the common bundle of the steer heart because it closely resembles the desmosomes seen in a variety of epithelial cells, most advantageously in the epidermis.24 26 If we now return to the continuous dense band, it becomes evident that this structure is a cytoplasmic condensatioii, similar in appearance to the desmosomnes. It is obvious that, in the present material, the dense band is mot applied to the plasma membrane but is parallel to it, and that it can be seen to connect desmosonies with each other. Every so often a connection is also established with the Z-band of a nearby myofibril. In concluding, it should be stressed that the cells of the specific tissue as analyzed ili the common bundle of the steer heart are provided with desmosomes, the great number of which was not previously known. The functional interpretation of this arrangement will b)e discussed after we have considered the cellular contacts as they appear in the S-A and A-V nodes.
Structure of the Distal Branches of the Common Bundle
As the distal branches of the A-V bundle are approached, the cells become longer. They meet preferably end to end in addition to their side-to-side contact ( fig. 10 ). The number of myofibrils increases considerably, and they are definitely longer and more parallel in arrangement when compared to the cells of the common bundle. The increased number of myofibrils gives less space for accumulation of glycogen. The nuclei also appear in pairs here, mostly located toward one end of the cell and close to the lateral cell border.
The fine structure of these cells is identical with that of the common bundle cells. Among other things, this implies that the multiple desmosome type of connection is maintained. The dense band with a course parallel to the plasma membrane is seen less often.
Structure of the S-A and A-V Nodes Light Microscopy
In the steer heart, earlier investigators27 have demonstrated by light microscopy that the cells of both nodes resemble those of the common myocardiunm. Grossly one can tell them apart because the nodal fibers are surrounded by an abundance of connective-tissue elements and by the comparatively loose arrangement of individual fibers ( fig. 11 ). These circumstances have been used as criteria in the present study.
In as seen with the phase-contrast microscope, the individual cells are fairly loosely arranged, and the cross-sectioned myofibrils in the interior of the cells are quite scarce. In a cross section of A-V nodal fibers ( fig. 14) At the nltrastructural level, there is basically little difference between the (ells of the S-A and the A-V nodess in the steer heart. Therefore, o0nly the fine structure of the cells of the S-A node will be considered.
The orranization of the cells of the S-A node is very much the same as that of the larity is belieced to represent gly(ogeni. Thie )lllotil) ids (F) (dis))la1I thii filane ci) Is that h1(e tile ilsilal characteristics of miaofilaments. The Z-1banls (Z) are mhost pram lleilt the H-bands (H) with the ce)trall thill M1-disl can (Ilso be s(e)ei. Thi)s pa rticlallr 11l/0-fib ril is conltracted because the light I-bands on either side of thie Z-band ca)nn)ot be observed. The fig. 16) . Indeed, the similarity is so striking that it would be virtually impossible to tell them apart if reference could not be made to the anatomy and the histology of the tissue; then the two tissues look different aceording to earlier investigators27 and also to our own description here. Because of the similarity between the cells of the S-A node and the common myoeardium, we do not find it necessary to go into a lengthy discussion about their ultrastructure but refer the reader to earlier electron microscopic investigations of heart muscle. 14 The intercalated disk runs across the entire width of the nodal fibers ( fig. 18 ). For many years, it was believed that the common myocardium consisted of cells without true cell borders, thus forming a syncytium. With the aid of the electron microscope,14 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] 28 however, it became clear that the intercalated disk represents the junction of cardiac cells. a fact that once and for all overthrew the concept of myocardial syncytium.27 29 30 The Circulation, Volume XXIV, August 1961 cells of the nodal fibers in the steer heart are joined similarly. As the myofibrils approach the intercalated disk, the individual mlyofilamnents seem to spread slightly before they attach at the disk ( fig. 18) At present, there is llO doubt that a specific tissue does exist iii the mlyo(,ardium of the steer heart. The disseetions by del AMissier et al.7 deimonstrated that it is fairly easy to show its gross anatomic distribution not only in the heart of the steer but also in those fig. 11 ) and longitudinally sectioned ( fig. 15 ) fibers of the A-V node of the steer heart. The fibers are arranged more densely in the A-V node than in the S-A ncode and the]y also coiit(iin a greater nuiilber of myofibrils. The cells ar(e longer in the -A-V node aiid therefore display a smaller nim(mber of intercalated disks (arrowis). (Osmium tetroxide fixation; unstained plastic sections; X 5900.) bundle, whereas Caesar et al.5 concerned them selves with the bundle of His and the false tendons. These works give an accurate account of the fine structure of the specifictissue cells in the sheep heart, which for the most part conforms with the present analysis of the steer heart. The work by AMuir,6 in particular, is most elucidating. It demonstrates clearly the difference between the cells of the common imiyocardium anid those of the specific tissue and, in our opinion, describes the cell-to-cel 1 relationship more clearly than (loes that of Caesar et al.5r
However, there seemi to l)e certain differ- compoinenit of the nuclear membrane is studded with these grannles; neither can we find vesicles provided with these submieroscopic particles. On the contrary, we find these particular membranes to be smooth and conelude that neither structure represents part of a rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulun. 32 The vesiculation at the intercalated disks and the large vacuoles, which supposedly are derived from retraction of the plasma mtiembranes as suggested by Casear et al.,5 have not been recorded in the steer heart. This may be a species difference but could also be explained by poor fixation of the material anialyzed by Caesar et al. Again, the ultimate solution to this problem has to await further analyses of this tissue in other animals.
Functional Considerations
From a functional poiint of view, it seems of greatest importance to compare the two different types of cellular attachments that are encountered in the various parts of the conducting system of the steer heart. In the S-A and A-V nodes, the intercalated-disk type of the common myocardiumn prevails, although the desmosome type of structure may also be found to a lesser degree in between the dense subunits of the interealated disk. In the A-V bundle and its left and The myofilanments of each myoofibril (F) they anchor at the dense structure of the right branches, includingy their fine ramnifications, the multiple desmuosome, type of atta('lhnemmt has been found exclusively in the present study of the specific tissue of the steer heart ( fig. 19 ).
The function of these two types of structure is obviously to secure the mutual attachment of cells, a conclusion reached by comparison with other instances in which an abundance of desnmosoomes undoubtedly serves this purpose, e.g., in the epidermis.24-2 Ontogenetically, it is of interest to recall that Muir28 has demonstrated by eleetron microscopy that the multiple desmosome type is present in the common mnyoeardiumii of the rabbit in embryos from 18 days after coitus to birth. Later on, the adult type is developed, with the characteristic wavy course of the cell boundary within the intercalated disk. This seems to indicate that inl the steer heart the cells of the comnmon bundle and its branches with the multiple desmosome type may represent a tissue that has maintained its embryologic appearance. The specific tissue may, therefore, represent the vestigal remnant of the first vascular tube, phylogentieally it would be the oldest tissue in the heart and ontogenetically the first to appear. There may also be another function pertaining to the multiple desmosomes versus the intercalated disks. Sjdstrand and co- J DESMOSOME TYPE workers20-22 have suggested that the specialized regions they found in the common myoeardium between the disk regions and that closely resemble our desmosomes may represent areas with a lower ohmic resistance and may form paths with a great safety factor for conduction across the cell junction. Our findings of a multitude of desmosomes in the lower regions of the conducting system, where certainly the impulse travels so much faster than in the common myoeardium, seem to support this hypothesis.
Finally, we may, in summing up, compare the histologic and ultrastructural appearance of the various parts of the conducting system ? From our studies, it is fairly clear that the passage of the stimulus in any part of the conducting system could occur by a wave of muscle contraction. Any electrical effects produced by this wave of contraction are undoubtedly the results of previously Circulation, Volume XXIV, August 1961 activated, enzymatically catalyzed chemical processes. Bourne33 has reported the presence of alkaline phosphatase in the intercalated disks of the common myocardiuni, and this enzyme may well be present in the disks of the specific tissue also. Succinic dehydrogenase33 34 and cholinesterase35 are both concentrated along the borders of the specifictissue cells, presumably in the mitochondria but possibly also located in the small vesicles described here. If the transmission of the impulse is facilitated by the intercalated disks and the desmosomes and if the impulse is mediated by enzymes located in or near these structures, then one would expect it to travel faster across a border where these structures are frequent. We do not know the rate of conduction in the S-A node itself, but it is 1,000 mm. per second in the atrial muscle and the number of intercalated disks per 40,000 square microns in a longitudinal RHODIN, DEL MISSIER, REID section of the atrial muscle is about equal to that of the S-A node ( fig. 13 ), possibly indicating that the rate of conduction is roughly the same. The rate of conduction in the A-V node is about 200 mm. per second and in the ventricular muscle 300 to 500 mm. per second. Again, there is a close structural resemblance between the A-V node and the ventricular muscle. Furthermore, the slower rate, as compared with the atrium, may be explained by the smaller number of intercalated disks and the larger size of the cells. Once the impulse reaches the tissue of the common bundle, the rate of conduction increases to 3,000 to 5,000 mm. per second, possibly explained by the great number of desmosomes and the large area they represent per square unit of cell surface.
A purely mechanical point of view could also be introduced at this moment. The structure of the S-A node, the A-V node, and the common myocardium of the atria and ventricles closely resembles that of a fisherman 's net with a third dimension added, whereas the structure of the common bundle and its branches reminds one of a set of strings connected here and there along its course ( fig. 1) . A pull at one corner of a net would spread in all the directions of the net's meshes, thus delaying the pull to be felt at the opposite corner of the net. A pull at one end of a set of strings would be felt much faster at the opposite end because no spreading in a wide three dimensional meshwork is involved.
Of course, many other factors would have to be taken into consideration36 in explaining the high rate of conductivity of the cells of the specific tissue as well as in explaining the magic ability of the entire conducting system to originate autonomously a stimulus for contraction. Here, such factors as the high content of glycogen6 as well as of sphingomyelin37 probably play an important role.
